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Smart Inventory
Lockers

Manage and account for your
business inventory

Smart Inventory Lockers
Managing business inventory can be a constant headache.

Smart Inventory Lockers combine workspace storage with

The daily usage of inventory by employees, such as

the latest technology. Enabling key-less, manageable

replacement IT equipment or simple stationery items,

access, with tracking and securing the content, to save

requires other members of staff to be constantly available,

you time, losses and space. Smart Lockers improve

distracting them from more important work. Ricoh have

accountability and governance, providing reporting

an innovative solution to manage inventory utilising secure,

that shows you who has accessed what and when

smart, self service lockers.

so you can maintain accurate records and interdepartmental cross-charging.

Smart Lockers can distribute inventory at the point when
its needed. For you, this means reducing the cost of

The real benefits for your business

inefficient storerooms and interrupting other members of
staff, yet allowing your employees access to any type of

Ricoh Smart Inventory Lockers takes inventory governance

inventory, such as office stationery items, IT peripherals,

to a new level. Whatever the inventory, our technology

or even laptops and mobile phones which can be

provides managed accessibility and full accountability for

stored securely.

all your office supplies.

Eliminate waste, save time and
automate laborious processes
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Manage your inventory more efficiently in your workplace,
giving your team 24-hour visibility of stock and access
when they need it.

Smart Inventory Lockers Process

Automated reports
on stock levels

IT or facilities
management

Stock locker
with new
inventory

Management information

Smart Inventory
Locker

Add authentication
with pin or access card

A new level of control with Smart
Inventory Lockers

Benefits & Features

With Smart Inventory Lockers, you can intelligently track

• Provides an advanced inventory solution for all types of 		

your inventory without the need for RFID tags, or the need

assets (stationery, office equipment, provisions)

to rely on complex and time consuming manual tracking

• Easy access and easy tracking of assets

processes. Accountability and control of inventory and

• Protects against misuse

assets is maximised, with smart technology recording every

• Tracking of use by individual, department, location

item as it is accessed, providing visibility and the ability to
manage stock levels. This means your business can have
quick, point-of-use access to important supplies
and inventory, 24/7.

or work order
• Integrates with existing incident/ request
service management system
• Supports a wide range of user ID access - barcode, 		
magnetic stripe, card or keypad entry

We just made your
supply cabinet smart.
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Why Ricoh?
Ricoh have been successfully solving business technology

We are now proud to offer our software enabled locker

problems for more than 80 years. With an agile workforce

system that has given our facilities team far greater control

of our own, it is a challenge we tested and addressed in

and more visibility.

our own offices first.

Smart Lockers are just one of many workplace services that Ricoh can offer your business. From consultancy, to
change management, design and build to facilities management or total transformation of your workplace, our
Workplace Services team are experts in helping you optimise your workplace. To find out more, contact us using
the information below:

For more information on Ricoh Smart Lockers, contact one of our specialists today.
Call 0330 123 0311 email workplace@ricoh.co.uk or visit www.ricoh.co.uk
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